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Financial and legal
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Looks good
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Looks good

Things to know about Mazda Mazda6 AI generated

The Mazda Mazda6 2014 is a versatile car that comes in three different body 

types: sedan, wagon, and hatchback. All three body types offer varying degrees 

of practicality and sportiness, with the hatchback being the most versatile and the 

sedan being the most popular.

In terms of engines, the Mazda6 2014 offers two different options. The base 

model comes with a 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine that produces 184 horsepower 

and 185 pound-feet of torque. This engine is paired with a six-speed automatic 

transmission in all body types. The other option is the turbocharged 2.5-liter four-

cylinder engine that produces 250 horsepower and 310 pound-feet of torque. This 

engine is only available in the sedan and comes with a six-speed automatic 

transmission.

All three body types offer a spacious and comfortable interior with excellent 

driving dynamics and handling. The sedan and wagon offer ample space for 

passengers and cargo, while the hatchback offers more cargo space and a more 

versatile layout.

In terms of safety features, the Mazda6 2014 comes standard with anti-lock 

brakes, traction and stability control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side 

curtain airbags, and active front head restraints. Other available safety features 

include blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and a rearview camera.

Overall, the Mazda Mazda6 2014 is a well-rounded car that offers a range of body 

styles and engine options to suit different drivers' needs. Whether you prefer 

practicality, sportiness, or a mix of both, the Mazda6 2014 has something to offer.
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Data sources

We checked 900+ data sources in 35 countries

This description is AI-generated and has not undergone human review for potential inaccuracies.

Theft

Is the vehicle currently marked as stolen? Was it stolen in the past? Has it been recovered?

We didn't find any records that the vehicle was stolen.

Police database stolen vehicle check completed in 11 countries:

+5

Here's what we checked:

Police database stolen vehicle check completed in:

United States Lithuania Italy

Slovakia Slovenia Sweden

Czechia Finland Canada

Ukraine Romania

Currently wanted as

stolen

No record found

Stolen in the past

No record found

Current status unknown

Stolen in the past

No record found

Vehicle has been

recovered



Odometer

Are there signs of mileage rollbacks or discrepancies?

Last known mileage: 31,095 km

5 mileage records found

Odometer records

2017-03 17,453 km

2018-03 24,615 km

2019-05 27,460 km

2020-02 29,187 km

2021-03 31,095 km

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021



Financial and legal status

Has the vehicle passed its technical inspections? Does it have property rights restrictions or outstanding

loans?

No financial restrictions found for this vehicle

Financial restrictions

Legal

Lease

No record found

No data available on

outstanding loan or

finance agreement

Operating-lease

No record found

No record of vehicle being

on an operating-lease

Unit-stocking

No record found

No record of vehicle being

under unit-stocking

finance

Technical inspection

(also known as

MOT)

No record found

No technical inspection

records found

Scrap

No record found

No record that vehicle was

marked as scrapped

Damage

Has this vehicle been damaged in the past? What was the value of the damages?

No damage records found



Damage records

Occasional inaccuracies can occur, especially when checking older vehicles. Underground repair shops may illegally

disguise vehicle defects or damages, not recording their existence anywhere. Sometimes, even vehicle VIN plates may be

replaced. We have a variety of methods to detect even such crimes, but it’s impossible to provide a 100% guarantee.

No damage found

Natural disaster

Has the vehicle's location been recorded in the area of a natural disaster?

Vehicle's location was not recorded in the area of a natural disaster

However, occasional inaccuracies can occur, especially when checking older vehicles.

Underground garage mechanics often illegally disguise vehicle defects or damage by not

recording them anywhere. Sometimes they even replace vehicle VIN plates or perform other

illegal acts. We have a variety of methods to detect even such crimes, but it’s impossible to

guarantee 100%.

Specs

What specs and equipment are on record for this vehicle?

Check whether the specs and equipment of this vehicle match the facts given by

the seller.
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Data sources

We checked 900+ data sources in 35 countries

Identification and technical specifications

Make

Mazda

Model

Mazda6

Variant

SKYACTIV-D

Body type

Sedan

Model year

2014

Powertrain displacement

2.2 L

Powertrain power

130 kW (174 hp)

Fuel type

Diesel

Transmission type

Automatic

Drive type

FWD

Number of doors

4

Number of cylinders

4

Number of gears

6

Engine description

2.2L SKYACTIV-D

(175 HP)

Model market

ECE


